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Chairman’s Update - The Way Ahead for CNMT
Since the Annual General Meeting of the Canadian Naval Memorial
Trust (CNMT) June 30, 2010 your Board has dealt with a number of
important matters. At the semi-AGM Nov 20 at CFB Halifax I was able
to brief Trustees on these events, and in particular the Canadian Naval
Memorial project which will have a long lasting impact on the Trust. It
was also an opportunity for all Trustees in attendance to have an opportunity to discuss in open forum the development plans for the Trust.
Prior to the Nov 20 meeting an advance copy of my report, “Chairman’s
State of the Trust Report,” was distributed to all Trustees with an email account and following the meeting supporting correspondence
and materials mentioned in the report have been similarly distributed.
The report and my opening remarks at the Nov 20 meeting included
an assessment of the state of CNMT at the time I was elected Chair of
the Trust at the 2009 AGM and what has transpired with regard to the
Queen’s Landing Project (QLP). I also outlined what we have achieved
in the past year to improve our financial position, increase donations
and grants, expand membership and streamline operations through the
Executive Committee and the new Memorial Action Committee. The
thrust of my report focused on the Canadian Naval Memorial project
and what is required to ensure the long-term preservation and operation
of HMCS SACKVILLE. Although too long to reproduce in its entirety in
Action Stations the following is an abridged version of my report which
I encourage all trustees and supporters of SACKVILLE to review and
offer comment.

Long Range Development
The closest we ever got to having a deal for developing a long-term
solution for a permanent home for SACKVILLE was in 2005 when we
were considered a part of the Queen’s Landing Project (QLP) on the
Halifax waterfront. This plan was inappropriate for CNMT and following
Board approval I so advised the Waterfront Development Corporation
(WDC) on Aug 6, 2010. Earlier this year, we entered into a memorandum of understanding (MOU) with the Province, represented by the
Maritime Museum of the Atlantic (MMA) and WDC to co-operate in the
development of the public sector part of the QLP.

Why Not QLP?
For a number of years, as the QLP was taking shape, CNMT planned
to be a participant. As additional research and study became available
it was reluctantly determined that for a number of reasons we could not
participate. We so advised WDC as follows:

Trustees share a moment at the Halifax International Security
Conference Opening Dinner, 05 Nov - left to right SACKVILLE EO
Don Lowther, Chief of Maritime Staff Vice-Admiral Dean McFadden, CNMT Executive Director George Borgal, SACKVILLE XO
Jim Reddy and SACKVILLE CO Wendall Brown.

• Within the past year we commissioned a detailed study by HMC

Dockyard Lab into the state of the art procedures for the long-term
preservation of SACKVILLE. The study, nearing completion, involved
staff conferring on a worldwide basis with other preservation scientists
and visits to review the latest technologies available. The Dockyard
Lab is recognized worldwide as an authority on coatings for steel in
seawater. They have tested and examined our ship from stem to
stern and have advised and will so recommend that the ship should
be kept in seawater. It is recognized that five years ago the thinking
centered on cradling the ship out of water. We realize now that this
would have been a mistake. For this reason alone the position designated for SACKVILLE in the Armour Group Limited (AGL) concept for
QLP was not satisfactory.

• The AGL concept incorrectly placed the Canadian Naval Memo-

rial as a backdrop for dinner theatre: “The grand hall is designed to
seat 800 plus for dinner venues that would include the sights and
sounds of a submarine night attack” (Page 6, AGL proposal). Submarine night attacks were what killed our sailors, what sank our
merchantmen and are the reason 2,000 members of the Royal
Canadian Navy lie in graves known only to God. HMCS SACKVILLE is their grave marker. We consider it to be inappropriate
that this horrible experience would be commercialized in this way.

• The physical integration of HMCS SACKVILLE with the expanded Maritime Museum of the Atlantic (MMA) and Maritime
Command artifacts creates serious problems of free access to
the Canadian Naval Memorial We believe that access to SACKVILLE should always be free in the same way access to the
Vimy Memorial is free. This is not possible with the AGL concept
which has one admission fee for all facilities.
• The ship is not visible from either land or sea in the AGL design.
This is not acceptable, as passing ships and the public alike
need to see the ship.
• In addition, we seriously doubt that there will be federal and provincial funding available for a private (commercial) venture. The
strength of our request lies with the Naval Memorial, and finally
a recognition by the Government of Canada that the Canadian
Navy played a key role in two world wars, the Korean War and
that it still has a key role in the ongoing protection of those who
pass upon the seas on their lawful occasions.

Square One, Aug 6, 2010
Following our withdrawal from the private sector part of QLP we
literally were at square one. I had the file but little to work with. I
consulted with Hugh MacPherson who agreed to work with me to
jump-start the process. His support, hard work and advice have
been invaluable during this period. We plan to add other members to the MAC to spread the workload. Numerous meetings
have been held since that time, all documented and supported by
papers prepared for each audience. These have included: Commander Maritime Forces Atlantic, Premier of Nova Scotia, HRM
Mayor, MND Chief of Staff, Maritime Museum of the Atlantic,
WDC, AGL, senior provincial and federal government staff, corporate representative and former Chairs of CNMT. In addition:

• A conceptual plan showing the relationships of the different

components, including an enhanced MMA, Maritime Command
Museum, a Naval Memorial Hall and HMCS SACKVILLE has
been prepared and reviewed with the senior stakeholders.
• A working budget of $150 million has been developed. This includes the expansion to the MMA, and the year round facility for
the ship and the Trust. Of this amount approximately $80 million
is for the Trust activities.
• As previously noted, the Trust, WDC and MMA have developed
and signed a MOU through which each party agrees to work
towards a project combining the activities of the MMA and the
Trust as a project separate from the private sector part of QLP.

Aims of the Project
To preserve Canada’s Naval Memorial in posterity for the continuing benefit of future generations; to integrate the National Memorial with the Maritime Museum of the Atlantic; and to create an
iconic architectural structure on the Halifax waterfront that will be
the landmark by which future generations will know Halifax.

Objectives of the Memorial

• Symbolic: To be the commemorative venue for national remembrance honouring naval sacrifice in the service of Canada and to
be a place of somber reflection.
• Educational: To reinforce cultural values associated with service
to country and to promote the relevance of our naval and maritime history to the growth and prosperity of Canada.
• Tourism: Although a National Memorial to our war dead is not
intended to be a primary tourist attraction, together with an integrated Maritime Museum it will draw visitors.
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Why do it now?
HMCS SACKVILLE is in good shape. She has received a clean
bill of health from the DRDC labs, a cleaning to bare metal and
a new paint job from one of our corporate trustees, Irving Shipbuilding Inc. This is a most fitting undertaking during the 100th
anniversary of the Canadian Navy.
Voluntary organizations such as the CNMT can only do so much.
The 1,000 Trustees across Canada and around the world have
restored SACKVILLE to her 1944 configuration. We have assembled artifacts and exhibits depicting life onboard, published books
and documents of an educational nature, conducted school and
cadet corps tours and provided information to the thousands of
tourists and residents who visit the ship in the summer months.
However, as an educational facility and National Memorial it needs
a permanent home with year round access. It has the potential,
jointly with the MMA to be the major tourist destination in Halifax.

Location?
Many suggestions have been made about where a permanent
home for Canada’s Naval Memorial should be located. In Halifax
alone three locations have been discussed (HMCS SCOTIAN,
Pier 21 and the MMA) and one in Dartmouth at Alderney Landing.
There are those who favour a location in Saint John, NB where
the ship was built. All of these locations have their advantages
and disadvantages. By far the most desirable location from the
Trust’s point of view is that site immediately adjacent to the Maritime Museum of the Atlantic.
There are not many maritime museums in the world and it is fitting
that there is one in the great seaport of Halifax. The coupling of
the Canadian Naval Memorial with the MMA creates a synergy
not available anywhere else in Canada. The development of the
permanent home for SACKVILLE at this location allows for the
expansion of the MMA and the creation of a joint facility which
will be architecturally significant and culturally and educationally
unique.

Size and Cost
The Canadian Naval Memorial, based on the preliminary studies
carried out by the Trust should have a footprint of about 100,000
sq.ft. This includes the enclosed seawater berth for the ship and
the adjacent National Memorial. (The QLP identified a need for
almost the same amount of space for an expanded or rebuilt
MMA). It is anticipated that the Maritime Command Museum,
now housed in Admiralty House in CFB Halifax would also be
integrated into the complex.
The exact area and the relationship between the functions of the
complex will only be known following the detailed design of the
complex but based on our preliminary studies and those of others
a complex in the order of 200,000 sq.ft is considered a probable
minimum. This requires extensions of both MMA jetties to the
harbour limits, the utilization of the entire space between the jetties and the utilization of the berth space South of MMA South
jetty. As with the final footprint, the cost will not be known until
the design has progressed to an advanced stage but based on
preliminary estimates undertaken by AGL and ourselves it would
appear to be in the order of $150 million in current dollars.
It is extremely important that at this stage we do not get bogged
down in details. The details are two years down the road. At this
juncture the concept, the location, the importance of the project
and our collective obligation to make this happen are the key issues.

Ongoing Costs of Operations
Discussions have been held with the Canadian Navy about recommissioning HMCS SACKVILLE as a ship on active service,

rather than a museum ship that it now is. This would allow serving members to be assigned to the ship and would regularize
the operational costs which now are estimated to be $200 thousand a year provided by the Navy, mainly in kind. Both HMS
VICTORY and the USS CONSTITUTION are supported in this
manner. There must always be the clear distinction drawn in
the accounts of Maritime Command that the funds allocated for
SACKVILLE are over and above the operational demands of the
Command.

Following is our strategy to move forward, following government approval in principle of the project:

• Establish “all stakeholders” directorate made up of senior officials from each relevant ministry or department of the three
levels of government, to be co-chaired by the CNMT and
MMA. Implementation: 2010

• Hire a project manager ($100 thousand a year) and set up
project office ($60 thousand). 2010

• Undertake national design competition ($20 thousand), prepare a short list of the five best concepts ($5 thousand) and
prepare advanced design concepts ($250 thousand). 2011

• Finalize discussions on re-commissioning HMCS SACKVILLE
($10 thousand). 2011

• Engage the public in the process ($20 thousand). 2011
• Judge the five advanced design concepts ($10 thousand) and
select the preferred design consultant ($5 thousand). 2011

• Commission design ($5 thousand) and design approvals
($400 thousand). 2012

• National tender call ($20 thousand) and award contract
($10 thousand). 2013

• Construction 2013 to 2015 ($148 million).
• Commissioning 2016 ($25 thousand)
It is our intent to present a formal proposal to establish a project
office as soon as possible. This proposal, possibly made through
the Atlantic Canada Opportunities Agency (ACOA), would also
seek support from the Province of Nova Scotia, Halifax Regional
Municipality and the private sector. Discussions are ongoing
with the Premier, Mayor and representatives of the private sector. We do not expect ACOA to be the funding Agency but it is
a first step in determining where the file should reside in the
federal administration.

The costs needed to advance the project to the point where a
design has been selected through a national design competition are a relatively low $ 1 million (as outlined above). We
have suggested that this could be split three ways among the
Trust, the Province and the Federal Government. Our share
will come from corporate support, which has already been
tested, and from the Trust itself. We are in discussions with
ACOA, who already support the Trust and others officials and
are cautiously optimistic that the funds to undertake the work
up to and including ‘Commission design’ activity noted above
will be available late this year or early next.

What is Required Today
This overview of the long term plan is provided in order that all
Trustees are aware of the unfolding events, supporting them
as you have occasion to do in your everyday contact with those
in whose hands the critical decisions rest. It would be supportive and encouraging to your Board if Trustees at this meeting,
in receiving this report were:
1. In agreement that the project is important and necessary as
a National Memorial;

2. In agreement on the location shown in the concept plan on the
Halifax waterfront, and
3. In agreement on the overall position of the Trust as a partner in the
development of this long-term plan for SACKVILLE and the Trust.
Any questions or comments, now or in the future will be most welcome.
Respectfully submitted,
John Jay, CD, P.Eng.,
Chairman, Canadian Naval Memorial Trust

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SOUGHT

Due to other commitments, George Borgal has found it necessary
to tender his resignation as Executive Director of CNMT and the
Trust is actively seeking a replacement. The Executive Director
provides an important advisory and co-ordination function with respect to the day-to-day and long-term activities of the Trust and
operation of HMCS SACKVILLE. Reporting to the Board of Directors, the Executive Director’s duties include chair of the Executive
Committee and the work of the membership, PR, preservation/
restoration/interpretation, website and other committees. It is a
‘full time’ 50 per cent position and provides a stipend. If interested,
or require additional information, please contact John Jay, CNMT
Chair, at e-mail: johnjay@novaportintl.ca, Tel: 902-483-6706, or
write c/o HMCS SACKVILLE, PO Box 99000 Stn Forces, Halifax,
NS B3K 5X5

THE LAST CHAPTER:
QUENTIN BROWN, RCNVR
In previous instalments, we followed young Quentin Brown as he enrolled in the RCNVR, was trained and served in a British Columbia shore
establishment, and later joined HMCS MALPEQUE before crossing the
Atlantic to sweep mines off the D-Day beaches. Here, from his letters,
is the remainder of his war.

November 6, 1944 - There are buzzes about the ship going back to

Canada sometime in the next quarter or so but whether it will or not I
don’t know. Again I have started the ball rolling for something new and
different, and I have put my foot down on one thing. I did not come to
England for six months. I do not want to return to Canada yet. I want
some more experience one place or another. There are several possibilities, so three months from now I should be at something different.

March 17, 1945 - I am learning to be a Fighter Directing Officer. The
course is four months long and is given at a Royal Naval Air Station in
Somerset. When I complete the work the chances are that my next appointment will be to a larger ship of some description (it’s to be hoped
a carrier) which in all probability will mean that I will see a bit of the Far
East. Apart from that there is little I can write about the job, excepting to say that, though I liked the old MALPEQUE, I am glad I made
the change. Our residence is a large old manor called Hazelgrove – a
rather pleasant greystone Georgian affair with simply beautiful formal
gardens... occasionally we make our way across the park of an evening to the little inn at Sparkford, where there is a very pleasant bar at
which according to our mood we drink large or small quantities of English wartime beer. There are about a dozen naval officers billeted there,
so there are usually kindred spirits to make conversation, spin yarns, or
occasionally sing.

June 4th, 1945 - My biggest news of recent days is this: I went down to

Bournemouth to the RCAF pool there and I found one Archie McLeod,
recently POW…and still functioning in the quiet haunted and shattered
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matter of the POW… so I got him on a train to London with
me that very night and we went up to Weno’s for a midnight
supper and the night... Weno was also wonderfully kind in putting up Dick Stevenson, also a POW. You may remember my
writing about him. He was on the ATHABASKAN, Canadian
destroyer sunk in the channel before D-Day.

shipboard. We had the band out and playing as we went by and people
ran pell-mell to the canal bank to watch and listen. Suez is a grim looking place from the anchorage. However after an hour or two we were
off down the Red Sea to Aden. About eight hours there, then on again
across the Indian Ocean to Colombo. It was a delightful trip with the sea
temperature down into the 70s again instead of 91 as it was in the Red
Sea. First glimpse of flying fish, amazing little fellows...

September 25, 1945 - From Ceylon we came straight on here imme-

HMCS ONTARIO in 1944 configuration
… I saw London on V-E Day, and in spite of my slightly blasé approach, I loved it. Never in all my life have I seen so
many people so completely happy, so controlled, so friendly
and spontaneous. We saw the Royal Family on the balcony
at B.P., then forced on over to Piccadilly and down to the Circus – knots of people singing and rings dancing – down the
Haymarket toward Trafalgar Square, then into Ciro’s with two
complete strangers for three quarters of an hour then out and
on to Trafalgar Square – people paddling in the fountains and
wonderful floodlights all about. Then through Admiralty Arch
and up the Mall to B.P. again – singing all the way. Then walk
home for the tubes were impossible...

June 26, 1945 - Now my news. First I finished my course as

a Fighter Direction Officer and have been appointed in that capacity to HMCS ONTARIO about which you may have heard
a bit. She’s big and homely but well-equipped. We’re all a little
awkward in her yet but we have great hopes and a fine skipper.... I am doing what I often thought I’d like to do, I’m living in
a big ship, learning big ship routine -- and finding out some of
the hows and whys of naval tactics and traditions. My specialist capacity is damned interesting work and will be vital in Far
Eastern waters.

July 12, 1945 - Whaddya know, here I am in Malta for a

wee spell to learn what makes the big tug tick. This part of
the world scorches, but we’re all decked out like rows of ice
cream cones in our whites so it ain’t so bad. We are still quite
clumsy with the big fellow, a little like D’Oyly Carte trying to
do Siegfried, but after a while all will be well. We shall cease
blackening our thumbnails and start driving the spikes home.
Incidentally, Deer Park Church has supplied the altar and accompanying paraphernalia for the ship. Have attended both
communions held on board since I joined. Our padre is a good
fellow that I knew before leaving Prince Rupert.

August 13, 1945 (from somewhere east of Suez) - Had some

wonderful swimming off and on for three weeks at Malta. Otherwise that island is pretty badly battered. I wonder the natives
evince any interest in the English anymore! Had two and a
half elegant days in Alexandria. We did camels and pyramids
and a swim in the pool at Mena house and a gharry through
the old markets and two or three mosques etc… I got back
to the ship in time and we pushed off for Port Said; the canal
is long and interesting but dreadfully hot. Ismailia is in a curious way a sort of attractive looking place as you pass it on
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diately after Singapore fell, through the Malacca Straits, passed within
sight of the “Gibraltar of the East” up through the South China Sea. Nonstop Ceylon to Hong Kong. Two weeks we have been here, lying at anchor. There are other ships in harbour too, several transports, a hospital
ship, a few carriers, and several sweepers and escort craft. We have
put about a quarter of our men ashore policing an area of Hong Kong
Island. Reorganization is progressing, but slowly, new currency is being
introduced, light and water are not correct yet, and there are stray shots
at night. Those of us who are left aboard find life very monotonous…
How long will be here we haven’t the faintest idea… the war is over, and
I for one am tired of it.

October 22, 1945 - Looks like the breaks are coming our way at last.

Our troops are re-embarking and in two or three days we leave for the
Canadian West Coast!

A Final Excerpt

… Those six months (in HMCS Ontario) in which the fighting ended were
months packed with interests; being on a big ship, learning to live and
work with a thousand men, seeing the tropics for the first time, seeing
the vastly different East... Home December 7 to Toronto to see Dad and
friends for New Year’s, then New York on January 5, 1946 to see brother
Bob (recently discharged from Pacific combat duty in the US Air Force –
ed.) and a few plays. The Navy discharged me on the 8th and the same
day I registered at McGill.

Donation Reminder to Annual Trustees

Please refer to the address label on your copy of Action Stations to
determine the due date of your annual donation to CNMT. Your support is important to the long-term preservation of HMCS SACKVILLE
as Canada’s Naval Memorial and the Trust much appreciates your
contribution. Questions regarding annual donations or life membership applications may be directed to Cdr Josee Kurtz, Membership
Committee Chair at josee.kurtz@forces.gc.ca, or to Debbie Findlay,
Treasurer at secretary@hmcssackville.ca, or you may call the ship,
902-427-2837.

Welcome Aboard - New Trustees
John Dewar
Rodney Carson
Randall Haggett
Matt Fowness
Art McDonald
Judy Price
Jim Stace
David E. Tomsett
Shelly Williamson
Sylvia Nelis
Garry Hatton
Alyson Holland
Stewart Graefner
Rolland Clattenburg

Peter Haydon
James Landolt
Jonathan Powis
Thomas McMullen
Deborah Meyer
Adam James Murray
Derrick J. Kelloway
Mario Patenaude
Richard Pepper
Robert A. Sutherland
Paul Prouxl
Richard A. Sanderson
Gerald Settle

Erratum/ Apologies: Mr. Charles Hartlen was identified in the last edition as a
New Trustee. He should have been identified as a Life Member of the Trust.

BBC Radio Interview (Part 2)
Note: The following is Part 2 of the transcript notes from a
BBC interview by Lieutenant Commander Peter MacRitchie,
R.C.N.V.R., reporting from London interviewing LCdr Tony
Coughlin, CO and Lt Tim Dunn, First Lieutenant of HMCS
CHILLIWACK regarding several Canadian ships hunting and
sinking a U-Boat in the North Atlantic.
MacRitchie:
Where was the convoy by this time?
Coughlin:
The convoy had caught up with us and passed us, and the
senior officer ordered the destroyers to rejoin us. ST. CATHARINES, FENNEL, and CHILLIWACK stayed behind for the
kill.
MacRitchie:
You seemed to have stayed a long time and very persistently.
Coughlin:
I’ll say we did. We stayed all that day and all that night, and
kept on attacking. Towards morning two of the destroyers—
ICARUS and CHAUDIERE rejoined us; they stayed five miles
clear until dawn, but then they joined in the attacks in earnest.
MacRitchie:
What were the U-boats doing all this time?
Coughlin:
Taking violent avoiding action—diving, zigzagging and altering
speed. They kept up all through the morning and till about twothirty in the afternoon. Then CHILLIWACK’S first Lieutenant—
Tim Dunn saw the sub surfacing—directly ahead of CHILLIWACK. He rang full ahead on the engines and sounded Action
Stations. At first we intended to ram, but as we went in we altered course and passed directly under the U-boats stern, then
brought CHILLIWACK round to starboard to allow all guns to
bear once again. Our guns were keeping up a heavy fire and
the other ships were joining in. The U-boat crew simply didn’t
have a chance to man their guns; the first salvo from our four
inch guns wiped a twin gun mounting right off the conning tower. The crew started to abandon ship.
MacRitchie:
How close were you to the submarine?
Coughlin:
We were just as close as we could get. At one time I don’t suppose there was more than fifty feet separating us. You could
see the Nazis’ faces plain as could be. Anyway, by this time the
First Lieutenant had called away the boarding party and was
launching the sea boat. I guess it’s his story from here on.
MacRitchie:
Well, Lieutenant Dunn, will you carry on?
Dunn:
We wanted to get to the sub as quickly as possible and sent
someone below to look for the time bombs. As a matter of fact
we heard two explosions when we were abut half way to the
U-boat and took these to be demolition charges. The sea had
risen a lot and we had the greatest difficulty in coming alongside. In fact we found it impossible. The only thing we could do
was point our head towards the conning tower. We got close
and an officer and two men jumped on board. The officer was
Sub-Lieutenant Tom Atherton of Perry Sound, Ontario. The
sea pushed us back, but we got close again and a second
batch got on board. But we still couldn’t come alongside, and
at the third attempt the boat was swamped and was likely to

capsize so the rest of us just jumped in and swam to the U-boat.
MacRitchie:
Did you have far to go?
Dunn:
No, only a few yards, but that was where we had most of the trouble for
we got caught between the boat and the hull of the submarine, and got
knocked about a bit. However, we scrambled on board. As soon as I got
to the top of the conning tower I met our chief engine room artificer and
he told me the U-boat was sinking so I had to order everybody off.
MacRitchie:
How were you to get off?
Dunn:
That was what I didn’t know for sure. Four of us got into the whaler to
see if it would hold us, but it had too much water in it and capsized,
so we had to swim back to the sub. And I don’t know if I’d have got on
board this time if Tom Altherton hadn’t pulled me out of the water.
MacRitchie:
Didn’t any of the other ships send a boat to help you?

	
  

HMCS FENNEL. Built for the Royal Navy in Sorel, PQ, FENNEL, a
Flower Class corvette commissioned in May 1941 was taken over by
the Royal Canadian Navy.

Dunn:
Certainly. ST. CATHARINES launched a boat, but the seas swamped
and capsized it just before it got to us. Some of their chaps were tossed
right on to the submarine. Then FENNEL launched a boat, and it was
swamped and capsized too. The sub was sinking so most of our men
jumped off and hung on to their own boat …..and there were three
boat crews in the water, FENNEL’s, ST. CATHARINE’s, and CHILLIWACK’s.
MacRitchie:
Rather a tough spot, wasn’t it?
Dunn:
Well, it looked a bit doubtful – but CHAUDIERE managed to get both
a motor launch and a whaler into the water. The motor boat made four
trips --- first it picked up FENNEL’s crew, then CHILLIWACK’s, then
ST.CATHARINE’s. Then it came back for us and we swam to it. Of
course it picked up the German survivors as well. The whaler did a
good job of rescue too, and by the way, there wasn’t a single casualty
among our six ships.
MacRitchie:
And what about the U-boat?
Dunn:
It sank shortly afterwards. It was a brand new U-boat.
MacRitchie:
What sort of men were the crew?
Dunn:
Well, they weren’t any supermen, not even particularly husky, but they
were fit and hard and their morale was good --- they still believed Germany was winning the war. At first they were a bit dopey from lack of
oxygen – we’d kept them down for thirty hours, and they told us they’d
been submerged for some time before our attack started. But they
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Crossed The Bar

Twilight and evening bell,
And after that the dark.
I hope to see my Pilot face to face
When I have crossed the bar
Alfred Lord Tennyson, 1809-1892

	
  

Lt(N) Tim Dunn, First Lieutenant of HMCS CHILLIWACK,
seen here piping its Commanding Officer onboard.
soon revived, and the M.O. reported them all fit after he examined them.
MacRitchie:
Was there any outstanding moment of the whole battle, in
your estimation?
Dunn:
Yes, I think there was. That was when we hoisted the White
Ensign over the sub. You see, when our boat got its second
batch on board, one of the men, Signalman Jack Starr of
Winnipeg, was carrying a White Ensign with him. He climbed
to the top of the conning tower, elevated one of the U-boats
A.A. guns and lashed the ensign to the barrel. Incidentally,
Starr did an excellent job all around. When I sighted the Uboat I yelled to the Captain. He in turn yelled, “Man those
guns”. Starr, who was the duty signalman rushed to an Oerlikon and despite the fact that he had never manned one
before, got away many rounds and everyone was dead on
the U-boat’s conning tower. When Starr hoisted the ensign
all the other ships gave a terrific cheer. I tell you, that cheer
was something worthwhile.
MacRitchie:
Well. That seems to wind up the story, U-boat detected,
U-boat attacked, U-boat boarded, prisoners taken, U-boat
destroyed. By the way, Lieutenant Commander Coughlin,
who were the other commanding Officers involved in this
action?
Coughlin:
Besides Commander Burnette in ST.CATHERINES and
Lieutenant Commander Cross in GATINEAU, there were
Lieutenant William P. Moffat R.C.N.V.R. of Montreal, in FENNEL, Lieutenant Commander Pat Nixon, R.C.N. of Victoria,
in CHAUDIERE, and Lieutenant Commander Richard Dyer,
R.N. in HMS ICARUS.
MacRitchie:
Thank you Lieutenant Commander Coughlin and Lieutenant Dunn of the good ship CHILLIWACK for coming to tell
us all about this most spectacular action. This is Lieutenant
Commander Peter MacRitchie, R.C.N.V.R. reporting to the
C.B.C. from London.

Mr. William Sawchuck
Capt(N) Neil St. Clair “Chesty” Norton
Mr. Langston Charles Ewing
Lt. Star Stephen William Derbyshire
Dr. James Gordon Purdy RCNVR
Josephine Armstrong Knowles
Mr. John J. Coates
PO Stoker Charles Gregory Daley RCNVR

CPO Samuel A. Peet
Mr. Willard T. Jones
Mr. Fred Hulme
LCdr Gilbert Hutton
Mr. Fred Jewer
Mr. John D. Cairney
Mr. James Bessey

MAINTAINING THE TIES WITH SACKVILLE, NB
HMCS SACKVILLE proudly bears the name of Sackville, NB and trustees of the Canadian Naval Memorial Trust continue to maintain ties with
the town by participating in remembrance and related ceremonies and
special events. Wendall Brown, CO of SACKVILLE; Ray Soucie, former executive director and Don Mackey, gift shop manager travelled to
Sackville to represent the Trust at Remembrance Day 2010 services at
the Memorial Park Cenotaph and the unveiling of an exhibit in honour of
WW II naval veterans at the Boultenwood Heritage Centre. Al Smith of
the Tantramar Heritage Trust thanked the CNMT trustees for their participation and providing material for HMCS SACKVILLE display that was
part of the Boultenwood Centre exhibit. The exhibit honours three men
from the Sackville area, Lt Charles Fawcett, who was lost with the sinking of HMCS SPIKENARD (1942); James Purdy, a telegraph operator
who served in HMCS WETASKIWIN and BORDER CITIES and Joseph
Atkinson, a signalman who served in HMCS PRESTONIAN. The latter
two veterans passed away earlier in 2010.

Hosted every year by the Naval Weapons Technicians Association, the StBarbara’s Gunnery Competition was held this year on 3 December 2010
onboard SACKVILLE. Here a team is being scored. Following 40 rounds,
the winning team this year was HMCS VILLE DE QUEBEC. Congratulations to all participants.

BoA Pilgrimage to Derry – Trustee Pat Jessup reports that a number of Trustees and other veterans of the Battle of the

Atlantic are planning to participate in the BoA ceremonies in Londonderry, Northern Ireland in May 2011. For more information
on the BoA pilgrimage, email Pat at: patjessup@ns.sympatico.ca
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CAPTAIN’S CORNER

The Naval Centennial was a busy year for HMCS SACKVILLE.
The ship was looking her best for the Centennial events. The ship’s
hull was water blasted and properly painted during the synchrolift
docking in 2007. With minor touch up, the hull paint is still pristine. The preparation and painting was done by Mackinnon-Oldham
contractors. In May, MacKinnon-Oldham prepared and painted the
superstructure and applied a finish coat to the deck. Irving’s Halifax
Shipyards provided the funding for the superstructure painting. The
contractor’s painters took particular pride in the task and contributed volunteer extra effort to make sure the work was pristine. The
dockyard rigging shop, ship’s staff and MacKinnon-Oldham painters
worked co-operatively to refurbish the ship’s carley floats. The Fleet
Maintenance Facility shipwright shop renewed the bridge deck with
oak and simulated caulking. Canadian Forces Naval Engineering
School provided all available personnel awaiting career action to
paint the whaler and a myriad of other tasks in preparing the ship for
her summer programme. The CO and Engineer called on many of
the FMF shops for advice or assistance in preparing the ship for the
expected heavy summer programme.
In the period March through July the “inner circle” of volunteers were
almost full time on board. Bravo Zulu to the fund raisers, contractors, Dockyard staff, and volunteers for all the effort required to insure the grand old lady presented her best. The timely arrival of
George Borgal on the team, as Executive Director, relieved the First
Lieutenant and me of the myriad of administrative details associated
with the busy Centennial programme.
This issue of Actions Stations is one of the more difficult to write.
Submission deadline of 10 December is before the social functions
of Christmas party and the New Year’s levee and the family holiday
time of Hanukah and Christmas. You receive the edition after these
events, so all I can say is I hope you have had a meaningful and
joyous holiday season and if you were in the Halifax region you
attended the SACKVILLE events. SACKVILLE has gained a high
reputation in the levee circuit, with the unique setting of the only
remaining Flower class corvette, moosemilk, made to Ray Soucie’s
recipe, and the homemade chowder and biscuits.

I have stated in past issues that the “quiet winter hibernation” has
been hard to achieve. As I look forward to the coming winter, the
“quiet” seems even more remote. We have the report from the
DRDC Dockyard Laboratory on their assessment of the technical challenges to be overcome to permanently preserve the ship.
Their two most significant findings are:
1. The exterior hull is not significantly corroding in the salt water
because of more than normal number of sacrificial zinc anodes
attached to the hull.
2. The exposed interior steel in the ship’s side plating and in the
supporting frames is corroding because of the interaction between
the moisture of the high relative humidity (Annual mean 78%) and
the exposed steel.
The lab report provides an analysis of the problem and the characteristics of the solution. The details of how to address the problem
to achieve the solution will be difficult and most likely expensive.
We are starting a pilot project to clean, survey, and treat the fuel
and water tanks that were filled with water to replace the lead ballast, sold to gain funds for the initial conversion of the ship in 1983.
Scrap steel will be used to replace water ballast. The tanks will
then be sealed with a desiccant and a moisture monitoring sensor.
If this process is successful, all the tanks will be preserved in a
similar manner. If you live in the Halifax area and have extra tonnage and energy from the holiday excess, (that must be worked
off), put on your coveralls and come join us on SACKVILLE. Visitors from outside the area are always welcome.
Wendall Brown
Commanding Officer

THANK YOU to our corporate
sponsors for a successful 2010
Flagship Level

Victory Level

Corvette Level

During his first official visit to HMCS SACKVILLE Oct 21, Rear Admiral David Gardam, Commander Maritime Forces Atlantic congratulated and presented Naval Centennial commemorative coins to
two long-time trustees, LCdr Murray Knowles, left, who celebrated
his 94th birthday in July and LCdr Bill Murray who celebrated his
90th birthday on the 22nd. Among their wartime service and appointments, Murray served as CO of HMCS LOUISBURG II and Bill
served as 1st Lieutenant in SACKVILLE.

Museum of
Radar
&
Communication
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Welcome Aboard - Life Members

Dr. Christopher Elson
Scott Smith
Helen F. Ott
Peter McBean
Michael Daley
Brian McBarron
Sophie-Jane Newton-Miller
Neville Monteith

H.A. Turner
Stephen B. Goban
Colleen Metge
John Underhill
Heather McKinnon
John P. Nash
William Mosley
Charles Hartlen

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR’S REPORT
Many Trustees will have heard of my resignation effective the 10th of December and have noticed the advertisement for my replacement in this issue. I’ve recently
accepted a long term contract with the Pearson Peacekeeping Centre to be their Project Manager for the development of a major European Union Battle Group
Certification Exercise to be conducted in Germany in
May of 2012. Although this means I will increasingly
less able to commit the time that the position requires,
it doesn’t mean that the Trust will be without an Executive Director until a new one is found. I’ll be continuing in a volunteer capacity for the time being so that
the work that has been ongoing will not suddenly stop.
Since my last report, I’m pleased to say that we have
formally stood up the Executive Committee, which is
responsible for the planning, conduct and oversight of
all day to day Trust activities. Working hand-in-hand
with the CO of SACKVILLE, Wendall Brown, our mandate is to ensure that both our operational programs
are mutually supportive and effectively managed. Our
priorities for the New Year reflect the range of near
term challenges we want to address, such as:
• Clarifying committee responsibilities and
relationships
• Developing measures to increase membership
• Coordinating the events program for 2011 to
o

Make use of opportunities for Trust promotion
and membership

o

Build relationships with the regular and reserve
navy

o

Build relationships with our corporate sponsors
Participate fully in Battle of Atlantic and Remembrance Day commemorative activities

Danny Budge
Conrad Namiesniowski
Dave Aspden
Marcel Nadeau
Robert Jones
Teaghen Lorraine Watson
Ian H.R. MacNeil
Douglas Hamm

• Developing our 2011 public relations
and advertising plan
• Tracking Trust budget performance on
a monthly basis
• Re-establishing an artifact accessions
and preservation program
This isn’t an exhaustive list and there are
many other projects we need to advance.
Amongst the most important and immediate is one of our longstanding problems
– the new website. I’m pleased to say that
with the generous assistance of Trustees
Dan Sargeant, Richard Wood and Dan
Matte, we have established an active
working group to restart the project begun
last year with Violet Communications to
design and launch the new site, which we
expect to be up and operating by March.
It will have both a public and a private domain, the latter accessible to all Trustees
for exchanging information dealing with internal matters. Coupled with this will be a
related project to collect, organize and archive all significant documents concerning
the governance, operation, and history of
the Trust and SACKVILLE. We intend this
archive to be accessible on the website to
all Trustees, and examples would include
our Memorandum of Association and Bylaws, the state of planning for the Naval
Memorial Project, our approved budget,
the minutes of all meetings and much,
much more. Lastly I’d like to welcome
a new Trust Volunteer, Jennifer Hevenor.
Jennifer is an experienced archivist and
has agreed to assist our curator, John
Hault in managing and
safeguarding our artifacts collection. Welcome, and many thanks
for lending us the value
of your skill and experience. In the next AS, I’ll
provide further update
on all projects, and a
preview the new website
will provide.
Yours Aye,
George Borgal,
Executive Director

Several CNMT trustees who are veterans of WW II were among those attending
the Christmas luncheon for veterans hosted by CFB Halifax in the Sea Room
on 1 December 2010. Shown, from left: John Lipton, George Borgal and his son
George, executive director of CNMT. Also in attendance were a number of the
younger veterans of the Afghanistan campaign.
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